primary language and their syntactic representation in Spec Explorer in for describing models of the system. Several product form of model programs. The notion of interface automata groups in Microsoft use it for testing operating system turns out to be important for precise formulation of components and .NET framework components on a daily the conformance relation between the model and the basis.
The Conference Protocol has been used as a case study chat box protocol reported in [2] , [4] , [8] , [11] , [13] [1] as its primary language and their syntactic representation in Spec Explorer in for describing models of the system. Several product form of model programs. The notion of interface automata groups in Microsoft use it for testing operating system turns out to be important for precise formulation of components and .NET framework components on a daily the conformance relation between the model and the basis.
implementation by means of the alternating simulation. The Conference Protocol [6] is a simple multicast chat Moreover, it also serves to describe the test generation in box protocol which we found interesting and challenging a unified manner, including both the offline and the online enough to use as a case study for experimental evaluatesting. tion of the Spec Explorer model-based testing tool. Our primary goal is to provide a set of results on testing the A. Interface automata Conference Protocol with Spec Explorer that would be One way to describe the behavior of reactive systems similar to those on testing the Conference Protocol with (i.e., systems reacting with their environment) is by using other model-based testing tools.
the notion of interface automata [7] . In this setting, both participants of the model-based testing, the model and the with a state dependent boolean predicate Prem (x) repimplementation under test (IUT), are viewed as interface resenting the precondition of m. automata, and the relationship between them is described Given a model program P, it defines an interface by the conformance relation.
automaton M as follows. The set Simit of initial states The Spec Explorer tool adopted the formalism based of M contains only the initial state of P, i.e., the set on interface automata [16] , and slightly extended it [5] by of initial assignment of Vars members. The set S then giving model programs a more rigorous and concise seequals to the set of all states reachable from Sinit by the mantics in terms of abstract state machines [9] . However, transition function d described further. due to page limitation of this paper, we mostly rely on the An action in M corresponds to an invocation of an exposition [16] based on interface automata, as it requires action method in Acts with some actual parameters. Let less preparatory material, while still being sufficient for us denote by m(v)/w an invocation of the action method the scope of this paper. m on the input parameters v, combined with the output Interface automaton can be defined as an ordered tuple parameters w. An action a = m(v)/w is enabled in a filtering (prunes away all states from S that fail to satisfy a given state-based condition), directed search (allows the B. Model programs user to limit and direct the (otherwise nondeterministic) In the Spec Explorer tool, models of reactive systems traversal of the state space S by defining the probability are not specified directly as interface automata, but via space of the random variables used for selection; states model programs written in high level specification lanand transitions not visited are pruned away), and state guage AsmL [10] or Spec# [1] . While AsmL is essentially grouping (selects representative states from equivalence based on abstract state machines, and thus requires a basic classes defined by state-based expressions). understanding of their underlying theoretical concepts for The process of model-based testing comprises test its proper use, Spec# is a design-by-contract extension generation and test execution. In case when from a given of the mainstream object-oriented imperative language model program tests are generated in advance with an C#, targeting a possibly larger number of users, that are aim to achieve some predefined test goal we speak of acquainted to the "usual" semantics. We use Spec# as a offline testing. Here the test execution comes only afterspecification language in this paper.
wards, taking pregenerated test suites and running them Every model program P consists of a (finite) set Acts against the JUT in order to find discrepancies between the of action methods and a (finite) set Vars of state variables.
JUT behavior and the behavior predicted by the model.
A state of P is determined by values of all members in However, it is also possible to combine the test generation Vars. Note that depending on the types of state variables, and the test execution into a single process where tests are a model program may have infinitely many states. The generated on-the-fly as the testing advances. This mode values of variables in Vars evolve during P's execution of model-based testing is called online testing. in a way prescribed by action methods. Here each action Jn both cases, a test suite (or shortly, a test) can be method m (having a sequence of variables x as its input seen as an interface automaton, say 7, produced by parameters) equals to ordinary C# method augmented traversing the interface automaton M in some way. IT is pregenerated in the offline case, while in the online The conformance relation is based on the nocase it is unfolded dynamically. In general, IT may have tion of alternating simulation [5] , [16] . Let and transitive relation, such that pli -C p2 iff the i-th of conferences, partners, and messages. A message is invocation of a primitive pl happens strictly before the just a (possibly empty) sequence of no more than 255 j-th invocation of a primitive p2. Every interaction with ASCII characters that is communicated among all partners a single CSAP iS therefore a partially ordered set (I, -H) participating in a given conference. A potential partner is of made invocations (for some -H) which -if non-empty an entity (a physical user, i.e., software component acting -must satisfy the following conditions: on its behalf) that can opt to participate in an existing (Vi)(Vj 7t i)(3k)(joini -C leavek -C joinj), conference or to create a new one. There exists a fixed set (a universum U) of all potential partners. A member (Vp C {Ieave,datareq,dataind})(Vi)(3j)(%k) of U participating in some conference will be referred to ((joins -C Pi) A (joins -C leavek C Pi)).
as a partner of all other members taking part in the same It follows that every such non-empty partial order of conference. A conference is a named dynamic non-empty invocations has joino for the unique --q-minimal element. set of partners, i.e., each conference is a subset of U.
The universum U of all potential partners is available Any potential partner u can join any existing conference to every CPE as a sequence of pairs (UID, IPendpoint), ( fined (null), the state is idle, and it is active otherwise.
B. The Spec# model
Transitions between the two classes of states are governed Our Spec# model focuses on the CPE, emphasizing the by the control primitives invoked. In an idle state there is r n no conference a CPE actively participates in, therefore, its transitions of its internal state and disregarding commuset of partners AU is empty. A CPE becomes active by nication or user interface parts of an implementation. We join primitive only, and idle again by executing leave, first study types of the state variables, concerning the as depicted in Fig. 1 . At the idle state, all incoming ability to restrict their ranges -providing in that way an PDUs are disregarded and ther are no outgoing PDUS as upper limit on the cardinality of the set of states of the well. All operations in an active state are synchronized model program with respect to the entire state. That is, a state can be type Name = string where updated by at most one operation simultaneously. The (value == null) 11 (value.Length <= 10); state machine for a CPE, focusing on incoming PDUS type Message = string! where and allowed primitives, is summarized briefly in Symbol 11should be read as "do both, maybe in paralControllable action methods of the model program lel". By Sender C U we denote a (potential) partner that are just those which correspond to the CSAP primitives. sends a PDU to the given CPE, and by the symbol A, the They are attributed as "Action" and given preconditions symmetric difference of two sets.
(formulae in the requires clauses) and postconditions (for-mulae in the ensures clauses ' .~literature (that were obtained by using other model-based in the model are denoted by diamonds). In a model having the structure like the one on Fig. 4, a 
